
•
to

1

Q:
A: How much information do you want to know, just

basically the kinds of reasons that I talked to the Board of
Trustees meetings, or • • •

Q:
A: Okay, way back. Well, my first affiliation with

Wake Forest University was as an undergraduate student. I
came to visit Wake Forest my senior year of high school on
one of the future freshman weekends and fell in love with
the campus because of the smallness of the school. And even
though I was intimidated ~X~h~~~~~~~~_~f Wake Forest

."University, I still was very favo~~bly_rece1ved by people___......-- .. ----.......,._- ...~.~'.~. -...-~..
here, the Future Freshman Weekend. I met with a number of
the people in the admissions office that encouraged me,
based on my grade point average, that they felt that I could
-"!-~. --_.- -.-

make it here, and they encouraged me that they would help
find the monies if I were accepted. And when I applied
under the early admissions program I was accepted within a
week, and I received a Henkin scholarship to come to school
here. OVer the course of the undergraduate studies had
received a great deal of support from the faculty and the
Office of Minority Affairs and through the admissions office
to help me to make it through. I know some people did not
have an overwhelmingly positive experience at Wake Forest,
but I felt that I did have a positive experience here
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because of the fact that the people in my major were very
supportiv;:---£"neverfeit 'th~t'I was unfairly treated at all
within my major. And I was always pushed to go on to pursue
a graduate degree because when I first came to school here,
I didn't really have any int:e.~t~onsof gqing on ..to get a
9.raduate degree, and at the time there were very few
minorities in the area of sports medicine, and very few at
all that had any graduate degrees. So I was encouraged to
stay here and get my masters in the Cardiac Rehab program.
I was offered a full fellowship to stay here and complete
the graduate studies. So I had had a very good experience_-
with Wake Forest for just havinq a small university, the

__ ...... ,_ • ... •• ""'"'. .'<0.. ..........~- ..-._-- -.---~.-.-
good faculty to teacher ratio, and just the practical-------------~--..•-- _._- _.
experience of beinq able to work in the Cardiac Rehab

-- -- ------- .--program. And then when I finished my Ph.D. at the
University of Tennessee, at the time I was the first black
female in the country to get a Ph.D. in the American Colleqe
of sports Medicine, so I was heavily recruited by a number
of different schools and universities in trying to make the
decision where to qo. The two schools that recruited me
most heavily were Penn state and Wake Forest. And at the
time I decided to go to Penn State to get a job instead of
cominq back to Wake Forest because at the time at Wake
Forest, most of the emphasis was still primarily on
teaching, and I wanted to be in an environment that would
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help facilitate research. And at the time Penn state could
provide more monies to support attendance at professional
meetings. They provided a better ratio between the amount
of time spent with teaching and research because the
t~aching load, I knew, would be too heavy here because of
the small size of the department. And they provided a
number of other opportunities for professional development
that Wake Forest could not provide at the time. And I felt
that to really have any type of a professional impact, it
was going to be important to be in an environment that could
facilitate research. So I went to Penn State and
subsequently left there and went to Arizona state. And then
when I decided that being in the large research institutions
was very good for research, but the demands were
overwhelming in terms of being able to try to maintain
quality teaching and still maintain a quality research
program. So when Wake Forest started trying to recruit me
to come back and work in developing the area of wellness and
health promotions I had a different interest in them because
a lot of things had changed at Wake Forest since the time
that they had initially recruited me. And what had changed
primarily that helped make me decide that the conditions
were right to come back were the facts that, first of all,
there was a better distribution of the workload in terms of
the expectations of being a good teacher and being a good
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researcher. And I was attracted to come back here because I
liked the small university and the small sizes of class

_---- ----.....---_.....~...---_----_ ......_---rooms. I think that good teaching is important because if I
hadn't had good teachers here, I wouldn't be a researcher
.-..---~-.------------.,'_-_.' . ,_----.._ ...~---... -'

now because you had~that individual instruction from the
professors instead of from t~~,graduate students. And you
,.-... _". .._------- -----~.---
had first hand experience that would enable you to be able
--------.......,__,,-~ .......-..-.- ...... - ...-..::jJo ......- ...........- •.~.- ..... .._---- .... --....._.-- ••--~.-. ......... .- •• ~

to get in the labs ang_wo;rk rlth_~_! ty_peop_!_~._And I
thought that that was important, but also, in addition to
the better quality teaching, Wake Forest had instituted a
number of new programs that provided better research monies,
and I was able to come in with a research budget that could
help me get equipment that I needed, and I didn't feel that
I had to drop my research program to be able to come back
here. And monies have been provided to attend professional
meetings and opportunities for additional work in the summer
to work with experts outside of the area. And so those were
some of the major reasons that I came back to Wake.

Q:
A: My high school was a very small, even though I'm----_.,---- -_....:- ...-. -_ ...._ ..__ .. ---_ ---

Q) from Yac::k::~~__~0':1nt¥,_aI?:d_;~hink ~ur high school had less
than 1,000 students enrolled so that_was__a very small rural..-..- - -. ..--.- .... -- -.... _, - -- - .

high school. But we had good teacher preparation. And when
I came to WAke Forest, well, my first interest in Wake
Forest came from the fact that because I had had a high
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grade point average in high school, I had been recognized as
one of the outstanding minority students in the country, so
a number of different colleges and universities sent
recruitment letters. And my guidance counselor encouraged
me to come to Wake Forest, although initially I-'di~' t have

(3) -----------. _----- _._-_._ -
any real interest because. I""<!i,!~,~,~~~ink that I could make--.."._ ..

it at Wake Forest\because my oldest__~i,~terI who'_s 3 years
" .........._____ ...---_._---_._ ..__ ._---

ol.9-er,when her senior class, the valedictorian of her
senior class came to Wake Forest and flunked out the first--------_._----_._---------_ ..__ .

semester. But I've always been the kind of a person that
1j.~J._phallenge. And I said, well, I'll go there and it
won't hurt to visit. It's a free weekend and it's only 20
minutes from home. So what can happen within a weekend.
But when I came here I met sQ__l,nany__o.th~~~~~y~en~s._tbat.were
so nice, and just the whole atmospbe:re__W~s __s9_~riendly, and.... - -- '. -... ---- -'--~-'_---- - -- ....-- .--.

because the size of Wake Forest at the ~ime_was not really-~~------,,,-"',-"""'I.#_....
that different from the high school, I was used to the small
school environment, I didn't feel too overwhelmed here. And
people just made it seem so ~ossi~Je. They seemed like they_._- ...-._ .. -------.---.-- ......~.... ~~

really wanted me here. And then when I was accepted, I
still didn't feel coming here that weekend that I would be
accepted, but I went in and sent in an application anyway,
because that's just the kind of a person that I am. And
when I was accepted, it had never occurred to me that I

(Ywould be accepted so quickly, and I really had no idea where
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we would get the money because my family di~ not have the-money to send me to even a s~~ta_~~itution at the time,
much less a private school·like Wake Forest. So that's one
of the reasOns that I felt so intimidated because there was
no way, I knew, that my parents could afford it, eV~I:L_t.b..Q~gh-----'---- _._-_ ...._-_.."._ ......-.....__.,.._.--_ ....'"

they wanted me to go to college and get an education.
-..". __ -----------------~- .•- ...w ,....._._~ .... _ ........... •

So
when I won the scholarship and received some loan monies to
supplement that, all of a sudden it was possible and way had ((
b!.!lnprovided. So it was pretty much up to me to decide

~whether or not I could take on the challenge.. But another
reason that I was so intimidated was that I was a small girl

___ 1 r -- ."...- _-

from the country, a back woods country.
,~_- .....\."'I""»..- ...'..-~-~-.-:I ....~"'-4I'Jt...........- .......-- .1-, ....

Q:
A: I think the point I was making that another reason

I was intimidated was the fact that I was a country girl
from, a black, country girl from a veFY small town, and when 1\

I came to Wake I immediately sawall of the students from
~ -:-:_--: __ --::-. ~ - .. ·._' ...i ..... ~~-·

the northeast, members of the sororities and the----------------=---__.,..._......- ..._. _----
fraternities, because it was during football season and we
went to the game. Just the interaction with the students

--~~ .......- ..-- -'-'--'i" __ '_...

made me feel that I was pretty much alien. But I met all of
the other black students the weekend I was here, and I found----out that most of them came from a similar background, and
they seemed to be handling it okay. So that was
reinforcement for me that I would be accepted, that I could
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find my own niche here, so to speak. And I think that that
was important. And one of the reasons since I've been back
that I have tried to work so closely with different minority-------_.__. -.__ \\
organizations andlon these scholarship committee~-1s"that I------------------------------------------~-
------------------------ ....-~.-,_ _ _...,...o._.,-

!;.~.:_!_b..e~,1;;~_!_y.'?~J~~Y~_1:0 _f.i~d.,gl;l1:..L._¥2~ have t'?_~.!.~th~t
there is a group that you can fit wi~b,__~b~~._yQ~,/9anr.be----~-----~.~-------~.--.~.
accepted. And at the time there was so much of a disparity
when you looked at the differences in the socio-economic
status of some of the students, that you could feel that you.--
would not be accepted. And that was one of the major
intimidating factors in making a decision.

Q:
A: There are 5 girls and 1 boy in my family.
Q:
A: No. My parents had not gone to college. They

were married when my mother was 16 and my dad was 18 or 19.
So they had just barely finished high school. My oldest
sister had gone to nursing school, so I was the first in the 1\

family of any of my relatives, my mother is one of 14
~ children, my father is one of 7, and I was the first one to

ever attempt to go to a 4-year school. So the thought of
going to Wake Forest, that was pretty intimidating, too,
because I felt that I had pretty much to carry the burden of
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responsibility for the whole family because no one else had
done that before. And I saw that as part of the challenge-------------------~.-~~---'that kept me motivated to do well here. And one of the

~.- .. ~~-.""""'P<"'''''''-''~ .........._.._A· ...·...........

tlilngs I~~;th;t people have found sort of surprising was
that when I finished, at the time I had just finished my

~Ph.D.and was trying to decide where to go to work, I~
G0 visiting my grandfather one day on my dad's side, and ~: was_

talking to me about graduating from Wake Forest\and his
\

granddaughter the doctor, and all this, and how alien all
that was to him. And he said, back when they were going to
clear the land when they had made the decision to move Wake
Forest to Winston-Salem, he told me that he was working with
the team that cleared the land to build a university here.
And I don't think he had any idea how much that meant to me- -----...-.---.---- .......----~--~--.._.. --.~.. -at the time, and the more that I thouqht-about-it 'and just
looked at how much things had changed at Wake Forest from
the time that I had started undergraduate school to the time
that I came back as a faculty member, that has become even
more important to me because at the time that he worked on
the team that cleared the land to build a university here,
he could never even have been accepted as a student or
admitted as a student because of all of the segregation at--the time. And he said at the time that if anybody had ever
told him that his gr~nddaughte~ wo~ld-end-up-graduating from
this colle~e .w~~h hQna~ar-he-wo~ld have bet hts-salary for

8
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25 years that it would never have happen~d.
~

So, again, it
made me feel that it was 'important for me to have made that
decision to go to school here. 1:And it has made me feel good

- {'II", t~d~kl:t,.. --to come back as a faculty member because~he would ~~~e~_ have
believed this. And I wish he had lived to see this happen
because he would never have believed. But I think that it's-~--.-------..------
important to say that, not because I like to brag about that
unusual association with the school, but I think that it's
important because there are still so many students in th~se
s~ll rural tAwns._.bo.th-blackand whLt.e..Jttud~!ltsI that ~ay---fh.,;.J
they can't be accepted at Wake Forest or that they shouldn't_;;"""-. --"---_ .•--- _.-----._-_._._ .. - ---_ ..._-_ .._---_.- -. -. . -_. - - - .

even try because now Wake Forest is known to be one of the
top schools, the top school in the country of its size, and
there are so many students from the northeast that come to
school here, even the minority students are at a much higher
socio-economic level than the students in the time that I
was an undergraduate student here. And I think a lot of
them feel intimidated and that they don't belong, there's no
place for them. But I think that they should know that they
would still be a<?C?~.Itt_ed_.~n~_tbat_~9~etimes those students--that come ~ut of the~e small COU!1_~~_~.9_wn~may___nQt_Jl~vethe "
polish of some of the students from the northeastern school fl~/
-.._.__, ,----"''' . -- _,....,- _. -_ •.__ ..... -- -~,,*- - .

but they're willing to work a lot harder because sometimes-....--- .---~. _--------_ . .-- _ ......- _,._- - .---- -. -
they want to succeed even more. You have other forces that~- -_._--*- -.-~,._.-~
are motivating you to finish school other than the fact that
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yo.urmom and your daddy aE.~!l,'1;_gQq:t:9._~~_a~~LJawyer$_1_or _
whatever.

Q:
A: I think that it has, when I was an undergraduate

student, I h~d a job as a work study student in the
admissions office, and I came to know Mr. Starling very well
and the other admissions officers. And I know that when I
was an undergraduate student, that they worked very hard to
go out and to find those other students. And now I know
that Gloria Cooper and Ernie Wade are working just as hard
to find good minority students. So I believe that Wake

.i-->

Forest is still making that effort to find good students. I
don't know if they're still making just as hard an effort to
find the good minority students within the state of North
Carolina that may not have the income to get here. I just
don't know. I can't really comment on that one way or the
other. But I know that overall that they're doing a good
job with recruiting minorities. And I think that Gloria and
Ernie have done a fantastic job in the Office of Minority
Affairs and getting a good variety of minority students from
different backgrounds. One thing that impresses me a lot is
that when I was an undergraduate student here, most of the------_._ .. --.---. ---_._._---_
minority students came .from..a .very lo~ socio-economic ....--

". . - - - ---- ,-- --'--~-- ..-~-----, .

status, but now a lot of the minority students they have
here are well to do, and I think that it's good because it
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qives some of the upper middle class white students to
interact with black kids that were educated at the same
level and came from the same backqrounds. I don't know. I
think that it just helps to counteract the stigma of just
hav~nq only the poor, black kids that come in that are smart
and want to work hard. You have a better mixture of
students here, much better mixture of students. And I think
that it's important, too, to have a much larqer number of
minority students at Wake because when you only have, like,
in my class, I think there were 12, maybe 12 black females
in my freshman class, and a couple of those transferred.
So, by the time we qraduated there were only 8. And when
you only have such a small number, you don't qet as much of
a chance to interact with the whole student body. And now
there is a larqe enouqh number of minority students that
there is much more of a

END OF SIDE A
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SIDE B

Q:
A: No, that's right. I, since I've been at Wake

Forest last year and this year, have only had 3 black
students in my classes, maybe 5, and none of them have come
from a background that is in any way similar to mine.

Q:
A: In some ways I think that's good because I think

it just speaks to the fact overall that some of the black---
students come from families that are just more affluent. In
other ways, it makes me wonder if some of the schools are
not getting these other students from the smaller areas.
And the reason I say that is that last spring I was on the,
I think the Reynolds Scholarship Committee for Minority
Students, and we interviewed a couple of students. And I
saw myself in this one young black guy, and he was offered
the scholarship as an alternate, so I think he ended up
going to Carolina because he didn't have a family that could
afford to send him here without getting that full
scholarship. And the reason he did not get the scholarship
is that some of the other black students that applied and
made it to the list of finalists were more polished, they
came from much more affluent homes, so they interviewed
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better. But this guy had grown up in the city. His
specific background was not the same, but his situation was
the same in that he had grown up in the city, was raised by
his grandmother, and he didn't have anyone there that could
discuss the newspaper with him every c'!ay,that kind of a
background, the family background that you see from more
affluent families. But this kid had overcome all kinds of
obstacles and had been president of his student body, had
just done a number of outstanding things. And he just did
not have the kind of polish that the other finalists did, so
he didn't get it. And that bothered me. It really bothered--~
me because he, I felt that that should have been reward of
his,_just because he had had to go so much further and work
so much harder to overcome these barriers that these other
kids hadn't had. They had come from very affluent families,
had been educated at the best schools. So when they had all
of these honors and distinctions, it had been easier for
them. And I know that it had. I could see that in him
because that was the same situation that I had come from.
And I think that that might be the reason that Wake Forest
is not getting the kind of a student like myself. Because
now, hey, if I came in as a freshman and had to compete
against some of the other minority students that come from
these very affluent homes, I would probably not be able to
compete with them either at the interview level. But get me
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in the classroom, that's right, and then you show, it
depends on who wants it the most, and then there are other
factors that motivate. So I think that Wake Forest has to
be very careful when they're recruiting, some of the
techn~ques that they use for selection of distributing money
to these stUdents. Because a lot of the students that could
come here and end up doing very well won't get here-lfecause
----------------------_._--,--- .._-the~y~c~a~n~'~t-.g~e~t~t~h-e_m~~!y,.And face it, if you could go to a
state school and end up totally debt__fi'ee,._~~y_.!;1houlQ."you
come here and end up owing_]!laybe10 or ~~_Q_,._9_9~ '. _~hen you can
atill get a ~ality education and end up not being in debt.~--------- ----~Q:

A: We had a very strong talk about that because there
was another member of the interviewing committee that felt
the same way that I did. So we talked about that, so I
think that things will be different when we look at the
finalists and look at the criteria, the final selection
criteria because, sure, certain scholarships should not be
awarded on a need basis, but I think that that should be
factor, and I think that when you have a list of 15 people
and you have to give 10 scholarships, that maybe there are
some extenuating circumstances that should be considered
when you're deciding who to give those final 10 to. So I
just use that as, I think, a real important example of why
Wake Forest may not be getting other stUdents like myself.
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Q:

A: My primary interest, research interes-t:!~_s..t~~...from
the fact that there is a major disparity in mortality rates---:-:----:---:-:--~~-:-::-:---:~~ ..-.--- .from cardiovascular disease between black and whites. If----------------~----~.-.-.-
you look at ~e rates qf blac~ men and black women, they are
2 or 3 times hiqher, well black women compared to white
women, they are 2 or 3 times hiqher than for white women of
equal aqes. And when you look at the southeastern part of
the united Sates, there are 6 or 7 states that are part of
the stroke belt, where the death rates and the incidents of
death from stroke are much hiqher than in other reqions of
the country. And North Carolina is one of those reqions.
For _the past 5 or 6 years, I've been doinq research that
looks at just risk factors for hypertension and for
cardiovascular disease comparinq black and white women. And
I've been interested in, first of all, why is there such a
hiqh prevalence of hypertension amonq black women here, and
why is there such a hiqh prevalence of obesity amonq black
women. What I have found is that some of the major
determinants, or major correlates of both hypertension and
obesity amonq women in this area are that the low levels of
physical activity, the poor diet practices, and the hiqh
amount of psycho-social stressors, both job stress, low
social support, and different patterns of dealinq with anqer
that predispose them to have hiqh blood pressure and
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cardiovascular disease. So what I'm interested in doinq on
a lonq term basis is developinq a prospective study where I
take a cohort of women at early aqes, say, between the aqes
of 18 and 35 and screen them for a 20-year period to see
which of those factors end up beinq the most predictive of
the women that will be obese and hypertensive or have
coronary disease. Because I think it's important that in
minority communities, both in the rural areas and in the
urban areas, that we qet some type of health promotion
implemented. Because, we have a cardio-rehab proqram at
Wake Forest. We've had it for 15 or 20 years. It's been
very successful, but it's tarqeted primarily for the middle
to upper class white, male executive. And there have been
just a handful of minorities in this cardiac rehab proqram
over the past 15 or 20 years. There are a number of reasons
for that. So I think that there needs to be better

-~--.----- -- .-_ -.--- ..-- ---------- --education about the opportunities that are available for
minorities. And I think that we need to make-Bpec±al
opportunities available for exercise proqrams, education
about hiqh blood pressure, cholesterol and heart disease,
and I think that there is unique problems in minority
communities, both in the cities and out in the smaller towns
that present barriers to participatinq in exercise proqrams
and participatinq in these kinds of proqrams. So my lonq----ranqe qoals at Wake Forest are to ~~_~_5) imp!_ement.some type
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of health promotion programs within the Winston-Salem area
L ._- ..- .
and in the surrounding area to try to help decrease the high
prevalence of hypertension and cardiovascular disease that
we see for mInorities in -thfs-area.

Q:
A: I do. But some of the problems in conducting

research in minority communities is that there has been
basically nothing done from a research perspective that
deals with the black community, and going and doing
screening programs. There has really been very little, if
anythingJ done. And there has been a problem with Wake
Forest because there has been such a small number of black
faculty at Wake, and such a small number doing research,
that is a certain amount of distrust, well, certain amount
of suspicion of Wake Forest University with the black
community. So I think that, again, one of the benefits o£
the campaign, of this fund raising campaign is that if we
can increase the number of black faculty and the number of
black students, if we can increase the amount of research
monies that are available, then it would allow more
minorities to get out and make these contacts with the black
community, and that will both help improve the posture of
Wake Forest in this community, and it will also help to
provide some very real programs for minorities so that we
can kind of help, I don't know, just try to dispel some of
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the suspicion and some of the distrust within the black
community toward this school. So I think that just by
trying to get out and ~o more, that we can try to help
improve the overall situation. And that's what I'm hoping
that will be one of the very real benafits of this capital
campaign.

Q:
A: Undergraduate and graduate. I do have

undergraduate and graduate students that work with me with
research, but because there are so few black students in
health a~d sports science, I've been the only black graduate
student that they've had in the program, and we don't have
but just very few undergraduate students. So that when I go
into the churches and into the communities and do the risk
factor screening, I normally hire assistants from either the
community, either nurses or immediate members of my family,
because there are two nurses, and I just hire them and pay
them as research assistants to go in and do the data
collection because it's important in the first stages of
contact with a community that you try to contact them with
people that they're going to feel comfortable and that they
feel that they can communicate with. So I have not been
able to hire as many undergraduate students as I'd like to
work with my research.

Q:
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•

A: I am officially working as a thesis advisor, just
as a researcher with the cardiac rehab program and with the
Department of Health and Sport Science. At the
undergraduate level, I'm the coordinator of the
Undergraduate Majors Program, so I have to organize and
coordinate internship experiences for the undergraduate
majors and to also coordinate the 111 foundations of health
and physical class that all of the students are required to
take. And I serve as an advisor to undergraduate students.
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